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ABSTRACT

Why is Mexico’s third sector underdeveloped? Despite the importance of this ques-
tion, there is no persuasive answer. The usual mono-causal explanations –such as
historical trajectory or lack of civic culture– are inadequate. A better way to address
this question is applying the concept of an enabling environment for civil society.
This encompasses empowering legal and fiscal frameworks, an effective account-
ability system, adequate institutional capacity of organizations, and availability of
resources. The article offers an assessment of where Mexico stands in relation to
these five components and argues that on each count they are unfavorable and/or
underdeveloped. In addition, the author argues for including a sixth element: the
cultural context for philanthropy and civil society. Based on original survey
results, he demonstrates that key values and habits inhibit efforts to strengthen
civil society and must be taken into account in any effort to understand or change
the status quo. The article concludes with a reflection on how Mexican civil society
can begin to change its unfavorable context, beginning with the need for stronger
mechanisms for greater accountability on the part of organizations.
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INTRODUCTION

Why is Mexico’s third sector underdeveloped? The data provided by the Johns
Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project as well as domestic inventories and
listings of organizations consistently demonstrate a small sector for a nation of over
100 million people boasting the world’s twelfth-largest economy. This is an urgent
question not just for academics but for civil society leaders, funders, and all those
concerned with Mexico’s democratic, social, and economic development.

Let us examine the list of usual suspects blamed for the relatively small size of
Mexico’s not-for-profit sector, both in terms of the charges leveled against them and
the evidence presented.

• History: One obvious place to look is Mexico’s history. The Mexican govern-
ment has a longstanding hostility toward an independent civil society, dating
back to the nineteenth century and most recently expressed in the form of cor-
poratism, where all associational forms were subsumed under the banner of
the state. In a famous essay, Mexico’s Nobel Laureate Octavio Paz termed the
government a “philanthropic ogre,” an ogre in terms of its repressive policies,
but philanthropic because it promised to care for its citizens. But given the
rapid rise of civil society in other countries emerging from more brutal forms
of authoritarian governments (e.g. Chile, Brazil, the newly independent states,
etc.), the dead hand of history seems to lose its deterministic character.

• Lack of civic or philanthropic culture: Early on in almost any interview about phi-
lanthropy in Mexico, one will hear the observation that, “We just don’t have a
culture of giving” (Moreno, 2005: Chapter 7). Simply chalking something up
to “culture,” without a clear definition of what culture is and without an exami-
nation of the mechanisms by which culture shapes societal institutions and
behavior is unsatisfactory both for academics and advocates. Without a definition
and an explanatory mechanism, there is no traction for studying and understand-
ing the key factors involved, nor is there much hope of changing outcomes.

• Inadequate measurements: Many advocates and some researchers blame meas-
uring instruments. Domestically, there is no universally agreed-upon census
or inventory of organizations. The Johns Hopkins University (JHU) study is
criticized for using a U.S. framework to assess a distinct reality, so it under-
counts the number of organizations because it over-emphasizes the formality
of the organizations and misses the majority of groups with no formal legal
status, such as church-based endeavors or neighborhood associations
(Verduzco, 2003: Chapter 5, esp. 101-104). Even taking into account this criti-
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cism, the sector is still woefully small. More importantly, this criticism begs
the question, why are so few organizations formally instituted?

• Lack of professionalization among organizations: Many funders and government
officials observe –or complain– that organizations lack capacity and profes-
sionalization. The underlying argument is that if only groups knew how to
fundraise, or had stronger boards, or strengthened their management systems
or leadership, they would thrive. But in itself this is an unsatisfactory story
line (Lagloire and Palmer, 1999). If you push on this explanation a bit and
examine why they lack professionalization, raising your sights from the
micro-organizational level, you quickly encounter a slew of contextual factors,
beginning with a lack of available resources. Without funds, it is difficult to
pay for training, or hire and retain professional staff, or comply with an oner-
ous and complex set of legal and fiscal requirements.

The problem is that each of these assessments comes from a limited perspective,
rather like the allegory of the three blind men presented with an elephant and
asked to identify what it was: one grabbed the trunk and pronounced the creature
a snake; the second placed his hands on the elephant’s sides and said it was a wall;
and, the third encountered the elephant’s leg and asserted it was a tree. The solu-
tion is a more systemic approach to understanding what it takes to generate and
maintain a vibrant not-for-profit sector.

The concept of an enabling environment provides a promising theoretical
framework for understanding this problem. This concept has been used to draw
attention to the importance of contextual factors in business promotion (Herzberg,
2008) and the capacity of development organizations (Brinkerhoff, 2004; Lusthaus
et al., 2002). The argument in favor of its use is that it encourages donors in partic-
ular to understand and address the key contextual factors that might impede the
success of their project-based interventions. Its application to the third sector has
been more limited. In a speech in 2003, Barry Gaberman, then of the Ford Foun-
dation, identified the following five elements as “the components of an enabling
environment that would enhance the development of a vibrant civil society and its
sustainability” (Gaberman, 2003: 6):

• a legal framework that empowers groups rather than shackling them;
• a tax structure that provides incentives, not penalties;
• an accountability system that builds confidence in civil society organizations;
• the institutional capacity to implement effective activities; and,
• the availability of resources to undertake these activities.
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Gaberman’s contribution is to offer a set of factors that make up the enabling
environment for civil society more generally. Each element plays a key role in
encouraging or inhibiting the creation and maintenance of organized civil society.

In this article, the author will offer an assessment of where Mexico stands in re-
lation to these five components, based on a range of original research and a review
of relevant –if severely limited– data. As with any essay written about Mexico in
particular and perhaps developing countries in general, one must lament and attest
to the fact that the data on not-for-profit institutions is limited and at times nonex-
istent. This reflects not only the youth of the sector and the unfamiliarity of many
governmental, statistical agencies with it, but also the relative low priority it suffers.
Nevertheless the Philanthropy and Civil Society Project has managed to create and
assemble enough information to offer a portrait of this sector, as seen through the
categories Gaberman offers.1

This article presents three key arguments. The first major one is that each of the
five elements of the enabling environment for the third sector in Mexico is relative-
ly unfavorable and/or underdeveloped:

• The legal framework imposes unnecessary burdens and limitations on the
legal incorporation of organizations.

• The fiscal framework imposes more costs than benefits, and is a disincentive
to organizations’ formalizing their activities.

• At present, the accountability system for organizations is restricted to vertical
forms of reporting between individual organizations and government regula-
tors and donors. Clearly this system has failed to induce confidence in the
government officials, the media, many donors, as well as the larger public. A
few noteworthy initiatives have attempted to generate discussion and offer
options for promoting greater transparency, but they are in their infancy.

• The institutional capacity of organizations to generate high-impact activities,
or even survive, is limited by a series of contextual factors, including: finan-
cial uncertainty, limited use of networks, and the lack of adequate training
opportunities.

• The availability of resources is severely limited by a paucity of donor institu-
tions, a limited –although growing– number of corporate initiatives, a lack of
governmental support, and low levels of individual giving.

1 The original research as detailed below includes the first national survey in Mexico on giving, volunteer-
ing, and social capital; a two-year consultation with civil society organizations (CSOs) and the International
Center of Not-for-profit Law (ICNL) concerning the fiscal and legal framework; and a consultancy with
United Way International that included a survey of corporate philanthropy programs.



The concept of the enabling environment for the third sector in Mexico improves
our understanding by offering a systematic set of criteria for the evaluation of the
context in which organizations operate.

The article’s second major argument is that a key element is lacking in this con-
ceptualization of the enabling environment: the cultural context for philanthropy
and civil society. I define culture as “the values, attitudes, beliefs, orientations, and
underlying assumptions prevalent among people in a society” (Huntington, 2000:
xv). Based on the results of the first national public opinion poll on giving and vol-
unteering in Mexico, the National Survey on Philanthropy and Civil Society (known
by its Spanish acronym, Enafi), the author will demonstrate that key values and habits
undermine attempts to strengthen the enabling environment for civil society and
must be taken into account in any effort to understand or change the status quo.

The article will conclude with its third major argument: that the third sector in
Mexico can only begin to change its unfavorable enabling environment by estab-
lishing stronger mechanisms for greater accountability. These mechanisms must go
far beyond improved transparency, too often is viewed as an end in itself rather
than one aspect of how accountability is established. Instead, organizations must
strengthen their links to their key stakeholders not only in terms of the provision of
information but also in terms of their impact on Mexico’s most pressing develop-
ment challenges.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In an effort to offer a comparative and quantitative assessment of how the legal
environment influences the size of civil society in thirteen countries, Salamon and
Toepler (2000) constructed a favorability index for the legal framework. Of the nations
assessed, Mexico was one of only four that scored “high” on the favorability index.
In the graph of size of sector as measured by percentage of GDP versus favorability,
11 of the countries track a very clear, positive correlation: Mexico was one of two clear
outliers, although Spain also fell into the area of High Score, Small Sector (Salamon
and Toepler, 2000: 15) (Ireland was the other, with a relatively large sector despite a
relatively unfavorable legal environment). The authors offer two explanations for
this: “enabling laws are no guarantee for actual enablement” or that its favorable
laws have not had enough time to take effect (Salamon and Toepler, 2000: 16).

Since that assessment, the Mexican Congress has enacted the Federal Law to
Encourage the Activities of Civil Society Organizations (known by its Spanish acronym
as LFFAOSC). Perhaps its single most important contribution is that it recognizes that
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the organizations’ activities are of public interest and requires that the federal gov-
ernment seek to encourage them. Since its passage in 2004, the federal government
has moved to implement the law in conjunction with an Advisory Council com-
prised of government officials, civil society leaders, and academics. A registry of
organizations has been established, which serves as a prerequisite for access to fed-
eral funds. This has also promoted much greater transparency in the provision of
governmental funding for the sector.2

While the provision of government financial support is clearly important, this
is only one aspect of a favorable legal framework. An important limitation of the
law is that while it mandates government agencies to encourage CSO activities, it can-
not enforce that mandate and does not in itself make the legal framework more
favorable. In addition, this mandate has been narrowly perceived by many both
inside and outside government as providing a channel for funding and little else.
The established structure for project financing via the National Institute for Social
Development (Indesol), a key governmental link to CSOs in Mexico, reflects closely
that of Chile, about which De la Maza comments, “The format based on projects of
brief duration allocated by competition reduces such participation [to] a mere
instrumental dimension … and fails to allow a more permanent type of association
to be built” (2005: 343).

The aforementioned law does little to address one of the legal framework’s
main problems, its complexity, and embodies one of the most troubling tendencies
in legal reforms, the multiplication of registries for not-for-profits.

• Various legal forms, which differ from state to state.
• The legal standing of IAP or IBP implies a relationship with regulatory bodies

established in the 19th century and that exist in roughly half of Mexico’s
states, which are generally called Juntas de Asistencia Privada (JAP), or Private
Social Services Oversight Commission.3

• In addition, a new Social Services Law (Ley de Asistencia Social)/IDF another
registry.

• Largely overlapping requirements for documentation and reporting.

On the face of it, the assertion that a favorable or empowering legal framework
should lead to a stronger and more vibrant not-for-profit sector seems indisputable.
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2 The question of federal funds will be discussed at greater length below in the section “Availability of
Resources.”

3 The translation on the web site of the governing body for Mexico City (www.jap.org.mx) is Mexico City
Private Assistance Board, but, although accurate word for word, this does not quite capture the sense of
the word asistencia, which implies traditional social services.



After all, the imposition of burdensome regulations is often a first step by authori-
tarian governments to inhibit an independent sector. Nevertheless, this assertion
runs into three main problems (on this point see Irish et al., 2004; Salamon and
Toepler, 2000: 2-3; Heinrich and Shea, 2007). First, there is no clear consensus on
what a favorable legal environment entails. Given the complexity of the law and the
diversity and plurality within the sector, a single law might encourage one type of or-
ganization while impeding the growth of another sort. Second, as in the case of
Mexico and other Latin American countries, the gap between what is written in law
and how those rules are interpreted and enforced can make all the difference
(Grindle, 2005: 420). Third, given the multiple and integrated factors that make up
the enabling environment for civil society, a favorable legal environment in itself is
likely to be insufficient to encourage a stronger civil society. Beyond what is stated in
the legal and fiscal framework, a larger issue looms: what is government’s underlying
relationship to civil society? (De la Maza, 2005: 332-333). As De la Maza observes,
“The evidence suggests that legal and tax mechanisms, though important, are nei-
ther a radical impediment to, nor a magic wand for, increased philanthropic action
per se” (2005: 332). What might be at work here is a question of causation. Perhaps
a favorable legal framework is more likely to be either a reflection of a healthy civil
society sector, or of a government that endorses the idea of such a sector, or both.

The net result of these layers of legal frameworks is that organizations feel far
from empowered, as is Gaberman’s standard. On the contrary, many find that the
costs of becoming formally established outweigh the benefits. Many businesses have
come to the same conclusion, and thus the informal or grey economy flourishes in
Mexico. As the World Bank indicates in its study Doing Business 2008, the government
imposes onerous and costly requirements, especially in the two key areas of per-
sonnel, which generally represent the single largest budget item for CSOs, and fiscal
compliance, which is the single most important governmental incentive offered to
not-for-profits.

TAX STRUCTURE

Tax incentives in the Mexican fiscal framework are fairly favorable on paper, and
include tax deductibility of donations and tax exemption under the income tax law
(or LISR, its acronym in Spanish), but there is no estate tax and only limited exemp-
tion from value added tax (USIG, 2008: 2). It is important to bear in mind that high
levels of informality greatly weaken the impact of fiscal incentives: if few citizens
are taxpayers, as is the case in Mexico, then making donations tax deductible loses
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its punch; if organizations do not receive such donations and can exist informally
without paying income tax, than tax-exempt status loses its appeal, especially when
these limited benefits are weighed against the high costs of obtaining and main-
taining that status.

The Philanthropy and Civil Society Project (PSCP) was part of a two-year effort
to conduct a national dialogue and develop a fiscal agenda to strengthen civil soci-
ety.4 The major conclusions of that work were that organizations perceive the fiscal
framework as overly burdensome; they have limited organizational and adminis-
trative capacity to comply; most accountants, lawyers, notaries, and even many tax
authority functionaries do not have an adequate understanding of these complex
rules. The net result is a great imbalance between the stringent compliance require-
ments and the capacity of organizations to comply.

As is the case in for-profit enterprise, unreasonable rules and burdensome
requirements lead to greater informality (De Soto, 2002). Two of these rules, per-
haps unique to Mexico, illustrate this point:

• The application process requires a letter of accreditation: The tax authority re-
quires that organizations seeking tax-exempt status obtain a letter from another
government ministry stating that the organization does indeed undertake the
activities stated in its corporate purpose. There are a series of problems with
this rule. For one, many organizations are in the process of being established,
so it is premature to certify that they engage in their intended purpose. In
addition, many ministries do not have a procedure in place to issue these let-
ters; besides, in some cases the ministry might not look favorably on an organ-
ization whose purpose is to promote greater accountability by the ministry,
provoking a conflict of interest (Ablanedo et al., 2007: 60-63).

• A five-percent cap on administrative expenses: under current regulations, autho-
rized donees are limited to spending five percent of the donations they receive on
administrative expenses. Aside from the challenge of defining with precision what
an administrative expense is, very few entities–for-profit or not-for-profit achieve
such a scale of efficiency, especially smaller ones (Ablanedo et al., 2007: 73-76).

The general regulatory tendency has been to impose more stringent rules in order
to eliminate the possibility of any fraud. For example, the five-percent rule arose

4 A core group of organizations was supported by the Hewlett Foundation to undertake this effort: Incide
Social, AC, the International Center for Not-for-profit Law (ICNL), and the ITAM. The other cosponsor of the re-
sulting publication was the Mexican Center for Philanthropy (Cemefi). Details of the process and the recom-
mendations are available in Ablanedo et al., 2007.



from one institution dedicating more of its resources to keeping up its garden than
to caring for the children it was intended to serve. Mexico’s tax authorities, or the
Tax Administration Service (SAT), developed a very blunt, large instrument, rather
than addressing a specific infraction.

Such onerous regulations certainly invoke fear on the part of those acting in good
faith, but discourage many from pursuing tax-exempt status. But at present the
only recourse the authorities have is to strip an organization of its tax-exempt sta-
tus. As a high-ranking official in the tax authority once stated, “The leitmotif of the
regulatory framework [for authorized donees] is, ‘We don’t trust you’.” In a sense,
this is the standard relationship between a tax authority and those it oversees. But
the issue is how that distrust is expressed.

Soon after the PSCP and its partners presented their book proposing a fiscal
agenda for civil society, the administration presented its fiscal reform effort in June
2007. This proposal would have not only eliminated the tax deductibility of dona-
tions, but also would have taxed the income of authorized donees, while exempting
that of unions, parties, and chambers of commerce (SHCP, 2007). The debate of the
fiscal reform also provided a Rorschach test for various actors, based more on their
biases and misrepresentations of civil society than reliable data. The centerpiece of
the fiscal reform package presented by the administration was the Business Activity
Flat Tax, widely referred to in Mexico by its Spanish acronym, CETU. However, despite
complaints about this new tax that did not permit donations to be tax deductible,
President Calderón stated that social justice must come before charity as a cardinal
virtue and that philanthropic actions were not sufficient to meet the challenge of
reducing poverty and inequality in Mexico. Similarly, a few months earlier Carlos
Slim, the richest man in Mexico and perhaps the world, made a similar assertion, say-
ing, “Our concept is more to accomplish and solve things, rather than giving; that is,
not going around like Santa Claus....Poverty isn’t solved with donations” (Layton,
2007b). While this tax proposal came from a right-wing party in government (the
National Action Party, or PAN), the left-wing opposition party in Congress (the Party
of the Democratic Revolution, or PRD) also mentioned civil society and philanthro-
py, characterizing it primarily as a realm of fiscal fraud (PRD, 2007).

The PCSP played a leading role in the subsequent effort to amend the adminis-
tration’s proposals and succeeded in maintaining tax exemption for authorized
donees as well as the deductibility of donations. However, Congress imposed a
seven-percent limitation on deductibility of donations for businesses and individu-
als, and required the SAT to propose mechanisms for greater transparency of autho-
rized donees (USIG, 2008; Layton, 2007a). In terms of the seven-percent restriction, in
general this is not an impediment for most businesses: in an informal analysis of
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giving among firms that trade on the stock market, the maximum level of donating was
between one and two percent of income. In some cases, however, this represents a
significant challenge. For example, due to uncertainty over the ability of authorized
donees to bill clients for consulting, some organizations have created a separate, for-
profit entity for this activity, which in turns donates its earnings to its parent. These
organizations are now presented with yet another fiscal complication.

Since the reform, the PSCP has been part of a working group with the Finance Min-
istry to promote further reforms. A principal area of work has been a discussion of
how the SAT can comply with the congressional requirement to promote transparency.
The SAT’s proposal is to devote a portal on their web site where organizations can
post the required information, principally related to their compliance. This is seen
as a first, important step toward establishing a system for greater accountability.

The second major area of work has been the expansion of activities eligible for
tax-exempt status. At present the Law to Encourage CSO Activities has a more expan-
sive list of activities, including civic education and gender equity. At the end of May
the SAT released its Fiscal Miscellany, a set of internal regulations decreed internal-
ly, without the need for legislative approval. The Miscellany included this expan-
sion, now clearing the way for more organizations to attain this status.

What we have in Mexico is a fiscal framework in transition, moving –albeit slowly–
from a highly restrictive, onerous and exclusionary set of requirements to one that is
more enabling. Will all the various improvements to the fiscal framework, in them-
selves, result in a strong enabling environment for civil society and philanthropy?

Taken alone it is clear that they will not (Irarrázaval and Guzmán, 2005). Never-
theless, they play two critical roles: first, in promoting –or inhibiting– the formality
of organizations and their internal capacity, and second, in promoting greater trans-
parency and making enhanced accountability possible.

ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

Accountability, or rendición de cuentas, is a relatively new concept in Mexico, whether
one is discussing the government, the private sector, or the third sector. It is clearly one
of the “hottest topics to accompany the rise of civil society” (Jordan, 2005: 5). With
increased visibility and influence has come greater scrutiny, and this is also true in
the Mexican context.

As in the preceding discussions of the legal and fiscal frameworks, a number of
governmental and semiautonomous actors are regulators, such as Indesol, the SAT,
JAPs, etc. But in all cases the relationship is primarily vertical and closed (i.e. the
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organization files periodic reports to a regulator regarding its compliance), not a
more generalized form of accountability that takes into account an expansive num-
ber of stakeholders (Keith Brown, 2005; Layton, 2005). Now in the case of federal
funds, and soon in the case of tax exemption, organizations have or will have some
or all of their financial information made available via the Internet.

Many organizations have resisted the idea of public reporting requirements for
a number of reasons. First, many work in fields that have difficult political contexts,
and fear that local caciques or political bosses will use the information against them.
In part this fear is a holdover from the 1980s and 1990s, when pro-democracy groups
received donations exclusively from abroad and their very legitimacy was chal-
lenged by the government and government-sponsored press. Since organizations
continue to be subject to intimidation and threats, this fear still has a firm basis in
reality. Second, many do not wish to divulge their sources of funds in light of the
intense competition for financing. Third, in many cases the organizations simply
“don’t get it.” As not-for-profits engaged in altruistic endeavors, they feel that their
purpose alone justifies their relatively privileged status and do not see the need for
any further disclosure or mechanisms for accountability. Fourth, the very complex
and unreasonable compliance requirements themselves, especially in terms of the
fiscal framework, invoke a sense of uncertainty –if not anxiety– on the part of many
organizations that fear that they might not comply completely with all the rules: the
five-percent limit on administrative expenses is the single most important example.
This anxiety is a deterrent for many to embrace greater transparency or an expand-
ed notion of accountability.

In recent years that has been an important debate on this issue, in which the main
participants have been academics (Hernández Baqueiro, comp., 2006; Monsiváis,
comps., 2005) and civil society organizations concerned with issues of governmental
accountability (e.g. Fundar) or NGO-capacity building (Alternativas y Capacidades,
A.C.). Perhaps the two most ambitious efforts to build CSO capacity and move in this
direction are the Mexican Center for Philanthropy (Centro Mexicano para la Filan-
tropía, Cemefi) Institutionality Index and Fundación Merced’s Fortaleza program.5
These programs aim as much or more at the issue of professionalization, but also
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5 Cemefi: Indicadores de Institucionalidad y Transparencia, “Con el propósito de impulsar la profesionali-
zación del sector, dar certeza a los donantes y promover la transparencia y la rendición de cuentas, el
Cemefi presenta los Indicadores de Institucionalidad y Transparencia para organizaciones de la sociedad
civil,” http://www.cemefi.org/spanish/content/category/6/132/159/. As of May 2008, 123 organiza-
tions had been certified.

Fundación Merced, Programa Fortaleza: Fortalecimiento Institucional: “Programa que apoya el forta-
lecimiento, liderazgo y profesionalización de organizaciones para incrementar la eficiencia de su opera-
ción y mejorar sus procesos internos, con el fin de asegurar su permanencia y aumentar su impacto,”
http://www.fmerced.org.mx/fortaleza.htm.



emphasize key aspects of strengthening accountability. A third effort underway at
the state level is an adaptation of the Fundación Lealtad model for Chihuahua.

Again we have for this indicator promising –if incipient– efforts to move Mexico
toward a stronger enabling environment.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

The major challenge facing us in this section is how to provide an adequate mea-
surement to answer the question of how an individual organization or sector can
demonstrate its institutional capacity. The most direct answer would be to look at
the impact the sector has in terms of social, political, or economic development. But
in Mexico, as in most countries, there is no systematic data about outcomes or the
impact of the sector. Indeed Peter Frumkin (2008) has asked, only slightly rhetori-
cally, if the search for accurate impact, termed the search for accurate performance
measurement, is not an “impossible dream.” This is perhaps the single most impor-
tant challenge for the third sector globally, on many fronts.

If the most meaningful measurement is not available, then what about a second
best? Overall size is a rough measure of capacity. On the face of it, more and per-
haps bigger organizations would have a greater capacity to undertake activities. As
discussed above, according to Johns Hopkins University (JHU) data Mexico has a
relatively small formal sector, and governmental registries confirm this finding. To
add a wrinkle here, not only the existence of an organization but its survival from
year to year is another way of getting at institutional capacity. Here, data from the
Center for Civic Organization Documentation and Research (Cedioc) (Calvillo
Velasco and Favela Gavia, 2004) show that even if the overall number of organiza-
tions in Mexico might grow from one year to the next, it is not clear how many of these
are new and how many are “out of business”: this speaks to a lack of institutional
capacity to survive, in that nearly half of organizations do not have the ability to
maintain their operation from one year to the next. This kind of turnover clearly
undermines organizations’ impact.

Access to training is another indicator: this seems very limited at this time.
While the governmental agency Indesol has offered a free training seminar around
the country, only a handful of universities have seminars or master’s degree pro-
grams in the field (for a more thorough discussion of this issue, see Tapia Álvarez
and Robles Aguilar, 2006).
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AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES

Amidst all that is new in calls for greater corporate social responsibility, the awak-
ening of civil society, and increase philanthropy in Mexico and Latin America, it is
important to recognize that there is a great continuity as well, not only from strong
Catholic traditions of mutual self-help, alms-giving and organizing and leadership
development, but also from pre-Hispanic traditions of community service
(Sanborn, 2005; Forment, 2003; Bonfil Batalla, 2005).

The figures from JHU, although now dated, portray a sector that receives little
governmental support (even compared with other Latin American countries), has
little philanthropy (one of the lowest percentages of GDP), and is heavily dependent
upon fees for services and alternative forms of fundraising: this underscores the
points made above in the sections on the legal and fiscal frameworks. Giving
(including corporations, individuals, and foundations) as a percentage of GDP is
0.04 percent in Mexico, tying it with the Philippines for last place in a 35-country
sample. Contrast that level with the U.S. (1.01 percent), Spain (0.97 percent), or its
Latin American neighbors, Colombia (0.32 percent, and Brazil (0.17 percent).
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This section examines primarily institutional sources of support, including:
Mexican donor institutions, support from U.S. foundations, government support,
and remittances. (For lack of recent data on income from fee-for-service work, we
will leave this discussion aside for now.)

Mexico’s Domestic Donor Institutions

We have systematized data from the only recent directory of donor institutions in
Mexico, compiled by Cemefi in 2005, and public sources of information (mainly web
sites and news coverage) to develop a portrait of donor institutions in Mexico. It is
important to note that the same sort of hard-and-fast separation between organiza-
tions that operate programs and grant-making foundations that occurs in the U.S.
does not apply in Mexico or in Latin American generally (Letts, 2005: 392-393;
Turitz and Zinder, 2005, 266-267). In addition, very few provide financial data on
either their endowments (if they have one), or their level of grant-making. Only 21
of the 112 foundations listed, less than 20 percent, provide information on their
endowments. In the case of their level of grant-making, a little over a third provides
this information (42 of 112). This is consistent with the work of Turitz and Zinder
(2005: 274), who found that donor institutions not only in Mexico but also in Brazil
and Ecuador tend to operate with a low-profile and often with little transparency.

The paucity of family or individually founded donor institutions in Mexico
reflects a broader phenomenon in the region: “Individuals in Latin America exist in
different social, cultural and regulatory environments that do not encourage the
same kind of foundation formation” (Letts, 2005: 389). As previously mentioned
one of the key factors that has promoted the creation of large family foundations in
the U.S. is the estate tax, which does not exist in Mexico. The strength of this incen-
tive lies not only in the threat of taxation but also in the social expectation it creates
among the peers of the wealthy and the general public.

SOURCES OF REVENUE FOR CSOS

All Developing Countries U.S. Mexico

Fees 56.6% 61.3% 56.6% 85.2%

Government 34.1% 21.6% 30.5% 8.5%

Philanthropy 12.5% 17.2% 12.9% 6.3%



Family foundations, especially those established by bequests, are rare. This type
of foundation is intimately linked to the preferences and habits of the wealthy or
high net-worth individuals. The Merrill Lynch and Capgemini 2007 World Wealth Report
documents the relatively low level of philanthropic giving in Latin America, and
Mexico is no exception:

North Americans gave 7.6% of their portfolios, more than a 20% increase from 2005 lev-
els (largely attributed to a heightened sense of social responsibility among North
American HNWIs), while HNWI philanthropists in Asia-Pacific and the Middle East devot-
ed approximately 11.8% and 7.7%, respectively, to philanthropic giving. In Europe, HNW

philanthropists allocated 4.6% of their wealth to charitable donations. In Latin America,
contributions were approximately 3%. (2008: 21)

The high-profile donations of Carlos Slim, now the second wealthiest individual
in the world, may begin to set the bar higher in terms of this type of philanthropy.
It is also important to recognize an essential contradiction between the increasing
concentration of wealth in Latin America, from which philanthropy emerges: can
such efforts, coming from inequality, move their societies toward greater equity and
social justice? (De la Maza, 2005: 334-335).6

But there are other models of philanthropic institutions. The community foun-
dation movement is alive in Mexico and is outperforming other Latin American
countries, but in many local environments it has not been able to thrive (Letts, 2005:
392). Community foundations have been established in nearly half of Mexico’s
states, but have often failed to sink strong roots. This U.S. model has been adapted
in a number of ways, including more of a tendency toward operating programs and
the use of “voluntary” tax contributions in the cases of Fechac (in Chihuahua) and
Fundemex (nationally).

Corporate philanthropy, however, has emerged as the “largest component of
organized philanthropy” (Letts, 2005: 390). This is reflected in the high number of
corporate foundations Cemefi identified. At present it is done “a la mexicana”, rel-
atively informally, with little in the way of formal applications requirements (half
of the companies do not require applicants to be authorized donees) and little in
terms of evaluation and follow-up (Carrillo, Layton, and Tapia, 2008).
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that great fortunes must circulate in a society and cannot remain concentrated generation after generation
in the hands of a single family.



Support from U.S. Foundations

Somewhat ironically, the best documented, most transparent source of private char-
itable support is that which comes from U.S. foundations (Merz and Chen, 2005a;
see also Marsal, 2005). This support has been relatively stagnant for the last decade,
hovering at an annual contribution of between US$30 million and US$40 million.
Because of their size, major grants from the Gates Foundation need to be taken into
account in order to track the overall tendency: for example, its nearly US$43 million
in support for 2007 represents nearly two-thirds of the total support reported for
that year. Although a core group of major foundations (Ford, Hewlett, MacArthur,
Kellogg, and Packard) provide about 84 percent of all funding annually, corporate
foundations (such as Alcoa) are increasingly important.7 What is clear from the data
is not only a decline in dollars but a decline in interest from U.S. funders in Mexico.
Contrasting with earlier in the decade when 45 foundations made about 250 grants
to a year, current support shows about 30 donors making 200 or fewer grants.

Government

A Cemefi review of newly transparent support for organizations from the federal
government provides some interesting insights: this data is now available thanks to
the previously mentioned transparency provisions in the LFFAOSC. It seems that many
organizations were created and registered for the sole purpose of receiving federal
funds, and much of this support goes to semi-autonomous institutions that coordi-
nate their activities with the government.

This study found that overall federal support to institutions with the CLUNI reg-
istration increased to 1 659 599 255 pesos in 2006, from 1 180 655 600 in 2003, an
increase of nearly Mex$500 million, or 40 percent. But beneath this apparently good
news lies a troubling trend. This increase is less than the amount of funds that went
to government-related institutions (Mex$523 098 544). These entities (“organiza-
ciones paragubernamentales”) are not citizens’ organizations but have been estab-
lished by governmental agencies to administer programs. Their funding is more than
double that designated by the Ministry of Social Development specifically for CSOs
(Mex$272 000 000). Although the number of registered organizations has increased
dramatically, the number of organizations receiving funds was nearly halved, to
1,679 from 2,606 (Cemefi, 2007).
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Remittances

Another source of philanthropic giving is collective remittances (Merz and Chen,
2005a).8 The amount of money that immigrants send home annually now far exceeds
revenue from tourism and at times is larger than foreign direct investment, with oil
revenues being the only source of income from abroad that is larger. It is clear that
the overwhelming majority of these funds are used for family purposes, and only a
small percentage goes to community projects.

In the 1990s, state governments began matching programs to encourage the use of
these contributions by Mexican migrants in the U.S., and approximately six years ago the
federal government instituted its 3x1 Program, which matches every dollar sent
home by immigrants with one from each of the federal, state, and local governments.
These funds are generally used for infrastructure projects (such as paving roads, pro-
viding running water, and the like). Despite requirements for local participation, most
communities do not organize supervisory bodies. Very little of this financing finds its
way to civil society organizations. The U.S.-based organization Hispanics in Philanthropy
has launched an interesting project focused on making the most of these resources.
It is too early to tell if it will succeed. Although the World Bank reports that the value
of remittances sent to Mexico more than tripled from US$7 billion in 2000 to about
US$25 billion in 2007, not only had the rate of increase leveled off in recent years, but
2008 might have witnessed the first decline due to the growing U.S. economic crisis.

Conclusion

What we find here as well indicates another relatively weak element in the infra-
structure for civil society, and again with signs of transformation and strengthen-
ing. What is lacking is a closer assessment of individual giving, which I will take up
in the following section.

CULTURAL CONTEXT: LESSONS FROM A NATIONAL SURVEY

Now that we have reviewed the five institutional or structural elements identified
by Gaberman, and have found each one underdeveloped in Mexico, we now turn
our attention to the sixth, newly identified element, that of the cultural context.
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The second major argument is that a key element missing from this conceptual-
ization of the enabling environment is the cultural context for philanthropy and
civil society. Culture is defined here as “the values, attitudes, beliefs, orientations,
and underlying assumptions prevalent among people in a society” (Huntington,
2000: xv). Over the last two decades a number of leading social scientists have revived
a Tocquevillean notion of culture to examine issues of economic development and
democratization. They include Robert Putnam, Lawrence E. Harrison, Samuel P.
Huntington, Francis Fukuyama, and others. Their work has in turn influenced pro-
ponents of the concept of the enabling environment for development, which often
focuses narrowly on the regulatory environment and formal institutions of a nation,
to broaden their conceptualization. These critics argue that in addition to the legal
and fiscal framework cultural values or “habits of the heart” –to use Tocqueville’s
term– play a critical role in organizational success, at times reinforcing and at oth-
ers undermining formal rules. As Lusthaus et al. observe, “Sometimes cultural con-
siderations are more important than formal legal considerations in creating an effective
framework for enforcement mechanisms for rules” (2002: chapter 2). This analysis
of the enabling environment for Mexico’s third sector will incorporate the element of
culture via the results of the first national public opinion poll on giving and volun-
teering in Mexico, the National Survey on Philanthropy and Civil Society (known by
its Spanish acronym, Enafi). Key values and habits undermine attempts to strength-
en the enabling environment for civil society and must be taken into account in any
effort to understand or change the status quo (see also Layton, 2006; Ablanedo, 2006;
Moreno, 2005: Chapter 17; Butcher, ed., 2008; Ablanedo et al., 2008a and 2008b).

This survey’s main lesson is that the informal channels of giving both money and
time are much more available and present to Mexicans: so the culture of solidarity
is expressed via informal structures of giving and participating. This can be demon-
strated by the 79 percent who prefer to give money directly to the needy against the
13 percent who do it via proper organizations of the civil society. The single most
revealing result was the answer to the questions, “How do you prefer to give?” The
option “Directly to a needy person” was favored by an overwhelming 79 percent of
the respondents. Only 13 percent preferred to give “to an institution.”

Donation amounts reflect this preference for “giving alms” (limosna): 83 percent re-
port giving less than US$5 (Mex$50), 37 percent between US$5 and US$50 (Mex$5-50),
and only four percent give more than US$50. (Theses percentages add up to more
than 100 because individuals can report more than one donation).

This philanthropic culture is reflected not only in individual attitudes and habits
but also (1) in the organizational structure and behavior of civil society and philan-
thropic institutions, and also (2) in the legal and fiscal framework. Its most impor-



tant consequence is the low level of institutionality of Mexico’s civil society organ-
izations. The Enafi revealed that only one in three Mexicans know that donations to
organizations may be deducted from income taxes, and that of those only 14 percent
actually reported taking the donation, i.e. five percent of the total population (Abla-
nedo et al., 2008b: 16 and 38). Given an onerous fiscal framework, and little interest
in deductibility on the part of donors, it is not surprising that many organizations’
cost-benefit analysis leads them to conclude that informality makes sense.

This is a small illustration of the vicious circle in which the third sector in Mexico
is trapped, a circle which limits its formality, growth, and impact. One way to break
this circle and transform the enabling environment is via enhanced accountability.

CONCLUSION: TRANSFORMING THE ENABLING

ENVIRONMENT VIA GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY

Through the lens of Gaberman’s notion of the enabling environment, amended to
include the cultural context, we can understand that no single initiative undertak-
en in isolation can hope to promote the growth of Mexico’s third sector. At present
these six elements work in tandem to diminish, if not preclude, the success of any
isolated reform. At present the largest challenge looming for organized civil socie-
ty in Mexico is to establish its relevance to the general public, government, and
business alike. It can only do so by generating much greater visibility and much
higher levels of trust. This in turn can only be firmly grounded in demonstrating its
relevance to the resolution of Mexico’s most pressing social, political, and econom-
ic challenges. Having an impact is the cornerstone of true accountability.

Brown argues that legitimacy and accountability are fundamental to the success
of CSOs, as they strive to mobilize resources and influence public policy (2005: 395-396).
But it is important to distinguish between these two concepts: “‘Accountability’ re-
fers to the extent to which an actor can be held to his or her promise to perform some
activity or services.” And “‘legitimacy’ refers to perceptions by key stakeholders that
the organization’s activities and roles are justifiable and appropriate in terms of the
values, norms, laws and expectations that prevail in its context” (Brown, 2005: 396).
Thus it is important to bear in mind the “relational character of accountability,” as
the concept implies that organizations are responsible for their actions vis-à-vis key
stakeholders (Villar, 2005: 365). Not only must organizations identify these stake-
holders, but they must design strategies to engage them as well.

As Frumkin (2008) admonishes, this effort cannot simply focus on “process account-
ability” (transparency), i.e. “having clearly defined systems in place and sharing infor-
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mation about the work that is done.” The true challenge is moving toward “substan-
tive accountability,” which is “based on the sharing of evidence of real effectiveness.”
In the Mexican context, there are a series of obstacles to achieving the latter type of
accountability, not the least of which is encouraging and assisting organizations to
seek to document and measure their impact (Layton, 2008). Without a thoughtful,
persistent effort to understand and adapt these practices to the Mexican context, it
is difficult to imagine how the enabling environment for civil society can be trans-
formed.
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Tables: U.S. GRANTS TO MEXICO (2002-2007)

Years 2002 – 2007 based upon the Foundation Center’s
Foundation Directory Online
(http://foundationcenter.org/findfunders/fundingsources/fdo.html, accessed June 2008)

Year 2002
Number of Grants 247
Number of Donors 44

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Gates Foundation, Bill & Melinda, WA $28 900 000
2 Others* $10 000 000
3 Ford Foundation, The, NY $7 600 000
4 MacArthur Foundation, John D. and Catherine T., IL $3 700 000
5 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $3 000 000
6 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $2 700 000
7 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $2 600 000
8 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $2 500 000
9 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $500 000

Total $61 500 000

* The figures for 2002 were taken from Merz and Chen (2005: 215 and Figure 6.2), which
lists the top eight donors. The contribution from “Others” is an estimate by the author.

Year 2003
Number of Grants 256
Number of Donors 45

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Ford Foundation, The, N.Y. $7 817 995
2 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $4 400 098
3 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $4 320 000
4 MacArthur Foundation, John D. and Catherine T., IL $4 052 500
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5 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $2 024 920
6 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $1 968 037
7 Buffett Foundation, Susan Thompson, The, NE $820 950
8 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $677 500
9 JPMorgan Chase Foundation, The, NY $600 000

10 Alcoa Foundation, PA $440 707
11 Hilton Foundation, Conrad N., NV $400 000
12 Lannan Foundation, NM $348 000
13 Pfizer Foundation, Inc., The, NY $305 000
14 Goldsbury Foundation, The, TX $249 550
15 Monsanto Fund, MO $220 000
16 Community Foundation for the National

Capital Region, The, DC $212 027
17 Public Welfare Foundation, Inc., DC $200,000
18 Compton Foundation, Inc., CA $194 068
19 Getty Trust, J. Paul, CA $164 900
20 Strauss Foundation, Levi, CA $155 000
21 Kaplan Fund, J. M., Inc., The, NY $150,000
22 Gleason Foundation, NY $125 000
23 Heinz Family Foundation, PA $125 000
24 Intel Foundation, OR $120 000
25 GE Foundation, CT $112 000
26 Marisla Foundation, The, CA $105 000
27 American Express Foundation, NY $100 000
28 Eastman Kodak Charitable Trust, WI $91 000
29 Christensen Fund, The, CA $81 722
30 Turner Foundation, Inc., GA $75 000
31 Moriah Fund, DC $70 000
32 Koch Foundation, Inc., FL $65 000
33 Summit Foundation, The, DC $51 788
34 Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc., The, NY $50 000
35 Medtronic Foundation, The, MN $50 000
36 Open Society Institute, NY $50 000
37 Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation, The, CA $40 000
38 Merck Fund, John, The, MA $40 000
39 Prospect Hill Foundation, Inc., The, NY $35 000
40 Gelman Trust, Jacques and Natasha, NY $20 000
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41 Reebok Human Rights Foundation, The, MA $15 000
42 Edwards Foundation, O. P. and W. E., Inc., MT $10 000
43 Motorola Foundation, IL $10 000
44 Raskob Foundation for Catholic Activities, Inc., DE $10 000
45 Seattle Foundation, The, WA $1 000

Total $31 173 762

YYeeaarr 2004
NNuummbbeerr  ooff  GGrraannttss 239
NNuummbbeerr  ooff  DDoonnoorrss 34

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Ford Foundation, The, NY $10 418 753
2 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $4 985 000
3 MacArthur Foundation, John D. and Catherine T., IL $3 205 000
4 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $2 398 321
5 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $2 176 290
6 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $734 225
7 Alcoa Foundation, PA $687 350
8 Mathile Family Foundation, OH $607 000
9 JPMorgan Chase Foundation, The, NY $550 000

10 Public Welfare Foundation, Inc., DC $540 000
11 Paso del Norte Health Foundation, TX $483 126
12 Intel Foundation, OR $384 200
13 Hilton Foundation, Conrad N., NV $300 000
14 Lannan Foundation, NM $285 000
15 GE Foundation, CT $272 300
16 Merck Fund, John, The, MA $210 150
17 Marisla Foundation, The, CA $200 000
18 Gleason Foundation, NY $100 000
19 Koch Foundation, Inc., FL $85 000
20 Monsanto Fund, MO $85 000
21 Eastman Kodak Charitable Trust, WI $81 500
22 Edwards Foundation, O. P. and W. E., Inc., MT $60 000
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23 El Paso Community Foundation, TX $51 000
24 Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc., The, NY $50 000
25 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $50 000
26 Western Union Foundation, CO $50 000
27 Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation, The, CA $40 000
28 Compton Foundation, Inc., CA $35 000
29 American Express Foundation, NY $30 000
30 Valero Energy Foundation, TX $30 000
31 Motorola Foundation, IL $24 000
32 Raskob Foundation for Catholic Activities, Inc., DE $20 000
33 Vulcan Materials Company Foundation, AL $15 000
34 UPS Foundation, The, GA $10 500

Total $29 253 715

Year 2005 
Number of Grants 259 
Number of Donors 37 

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Ford Foundation, The, NY $8 366 525
2 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $5 021 536
3 MacArthur Foundation, John D. and Catherine T., IL $4 405 000
4 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $3 814 525
5 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $3 283 275
6 Lannan Foundation, NM $985 000
7 Paso del Norte Health Foundation, TX $623 345
8 Alcoa Foundation, PA $611 095
9 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $581 603

10 Intel Foundation, OR $547 113
11 Buffett Foundation, Susan Thompson, The, NE $500 000
12 JPMorgan Chase Foundation, The, NY $460 000
13 GE Foundation, CT $408 032
14 Kaplan Fund, J. M., Inc., The, NY $387 000
15 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $370 000
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16 Hilton Foundation, Conrad N., NV $350 000
17 Strauss Foundation, Levi, CA $235 500
18 Merck Fund, John, The, MA $210 000
19 Public Welfare Foundation, Inc., DC $200 000
20 UBS Foundation U.S.., NJ $200 000
21 Western Union Foundation, CO $175 000
22 Koch Foundation, Inc., FL $167 000
23 AT&T Foundation, TX $112 500
24 UPS Foundation, The, GA $110 500
25 Getty Trust, J. Paul, CA $80 000
26 Moriah Fund, DC $65 000
27 Gleason Foundation, NY $60 000
28 Motorola Foundation, IL $54 000
29 Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc., The, NY $50 000
30 Compton Foundation, Inc., CA $50 000
31 Edwards Foundation, O. P. and W. E., Inc., MT $50 000
32 Christensen Fund, The, CA $40 150
33 Mattel Children’s Foundation, CA $25 000
34 American Express Foundation, NY $20 000
35 International Federation of Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies at the United Nations, Inc., NY $18 700
36 Sunshine Lady Foundation, Inc., The, NC $6 500
37 Valero Energy Foundation, TX $5 000

Total $32 648 899

YYeeaarr 2006 
Number of Grants 211 
Number of Donors 29 

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Ford Foundation, The, NY $10 141 515
2 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $9 677 000
3 Gates Foundation, Bill & Melinda, WA $5 800 000
4 MacArthur Foundation, John D. and Catherine T., IL $5 438 000
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5 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $3 619 019
6 Buffett Foundation, Susan Thompson, The, NE $2 600 000
7 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $1 309 925
8 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $1 149 110
9 Alcoa Foundation, PA $1 104 129

10 Walton Family Foundation, Inc., AR $1 074 243
11 Paso del Norte Health Foundation, TX $635 764
12 Western Union Foundation, CO $590 000
13 Buffett Foundation, Howard G., IL $398 717
14 Hilton Foundation, Conrad N., NV $250 000
15 Koch Foundation, Inc., FL $180 000
16 Procter & Gamble Fund, The, OH $155 000
17 UPS Foundation, The, GA $110 000
18 Tinker Foundation Inc., The, NY $100 000
19 Public Welfare Foundation, Inc., DC $100 000
20 Baxter International Foundation, The, IL $83 164
21 Moriah Fund, DC $50 000
22 Monsanto Fund, MO $50 000
23 Mattel Children’s Foundation, CA $50 000
24 Edwards Foundation, O. P. and W. E., Inc., MT $50 000
25 Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc., The, NY $50 000
26 Getty Trust, J. Paul, CA $44 000
27 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $30 000
28 Prospect Hill Foundation, Inc., The, NY $25 000
29 Lannan Foundation, NM $20 000

Total $44 884 586

Year 2007* 
Number of Grants 118 
Number of Donors 15 

Ranking Amount (in USD)

1 Gates Foundation, Bill & Melinda, WA $42 952 015
2 Ford Foundation, The, NY $10 414 112
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3 Packard Foundation, David and Lucile, The, CA $8 033 570
4 Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora, The, CA $3 930 000
5 Kellogg Foundation, W. K., MI $2 535 046
6 Public Welfare Foundation, Inc., DC $330 000
7 Kresge Foundation, The, MI $300 000
8 Rockefeller Foundation, The, NY $259 590
9 Mitsubishi Corporation Foundation for the Americas, NY $100 000

10 Mott Foundation, Charles Stewart, MI $80 000
11 Edwards Foundation, O.P. and W.E., Inc., MT $50 000
12 Wallace Genetic Foundation, Inc., DC $21 000
13 Lloyd Foundation, John M., The, CA $20 000
14 Conservation, Food and Health Foundation, Inc., MA $12 000
15 Bradley Foundation, Lynde and Harry, Inc., The, WI $30 000

Total $69 067 333

* 2007 figures are incomplete, as not all donors have reported their activity.



CHARTS: U.S. GRANTS TO MEXICO (2002-2007)

Years 2003-2007 based upon Foundation Center Online Data 
(Accessed June 2008)
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US GRANTS TO MEXICO (INCLUDING GATES FOUNDATION)

US GRANTS TO MEXICO (EXCLUDING GATES FOUNDATION)


